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Photothermal images of live cells in presence of drug
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Abstract. A new method for the study of drug–cell interaction is sug-
gested. It is based on optical monitoring of cell response to drug im-
pact. To detect this response, a high sensitive photothermal imaging
technique has been developed. This technique is based on irradiation
of the cells with a focused short pulse double-frequency pump laser
(532 nm, 8 ns) and monitoring the laser-induced local thermal effects.
This is realized with a second collinear dye laser pulse (630 nm, 6 ns)
that probes the heated cell absorbing zones. The temperature-
dependent variations of the refractive index in the absorbing zones in
cross section of probe beam are recorded with phase-contrast tech-
nique. The photothermal (PT) image represents a two-dimensional
depth-integrated temperature distribution in the irradiated volume and
correlates with the conventional optical absorption images. It was ex-
perimentally shown that the introduction of NaN3 or anti-tumor drug
in the cell suspension led to a change in the structure of PT images of
human lymphocytes and human lympholeukemia cells, respectively.
It was hypothesized that the observed effects could be associated with
the change of redox state of respiratory chain component. © 2002 So-
ciety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1481902]

Keywords: drug-cell interaction; light absorption; photothermal imaging; chro-
mophore.
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1 Introduction
Many testing systems have been developed to determine ge
eral and specific toxicity at different levels of study: from the
gene-expression profile to specific organs, although most o
them are relatively expensive and time consuming.1,2 In com-
parison with animal and human trials, the study of drug-cell
interactionin vitro allows us to reduce the sample volume and
potential hazard.3–5 Among various effects used for screening
the nonspecific drug action at the cell level, it is worth men-
tioning in the first place the drug-induced inhibition of protein
and DNA synthesis, alteration of transport rates and mem
brane permeability, impact on energetic processes, and dire
destruction effects.6,7 Worth noting is that drug-induced alter-
ation of the cell metabolism can be monitored through the cel
respiration chain~RC! activity8–10 by means of several meth-
ods ~polarographic,11 electrochemical,12 etc.! including very
promising optical microscopy/spectroscopy.

Most spectroscopic assays for the drug action study ar
based on measuring the absorption of optical radiation by in
tracellular compounds or endogenous biomolecular marker
involved in toxicologic or only inhibitory processes.13,14 For
example, the most universal assay, the transmittance spectro
copy, can be combined with potentiometry to study redox-
active hem-proteins.15 A common problem of transmittance
spectroscopy, however, is its relatively low absorption sensi
tivity, which is due to the small optical path of light in cell
microstructures. Therefore, this kind of spectroscopy allows
monitoring of only significant drug-induced morphologic cell
changes manifested by a long delay after the drug action
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Although staining can solve this problem, it has some limi
tions for the live cell studies. Another potential tool for stud
ing the drug-induced refractive heterogeneous variations
the cell structure is the phase microscopy in differe
modifications.16–18For example, differential-interference con
trast microscopy provides information of the drug acti
through simultaneous monitoring of corresponding change
the cellular fine structure and organelle motion.19,20 This
method proved to be more sensitive and yielded more spe
information on cellular changes than conventional cytotox
ity tests ~viability tests with trypan blue staining and lacta
dehydrogenase release! performed in parallel. One of the mos
powerful and sensitive assays, based on fluorescence dia
sis of cytotoxicity, targets only cellular structures that a
themselves fluorescent or can be labeled with fluoresc
markers.21–30 Most endogenous biomolecules, however, a
nonfluorescent or weakly fluorescent in their native sta
while specific fluorescence labeling of targeted structure
difficult, limited by the number of available fluorescent mar
ers, and may lead to unpredictable distortion in cell–dr
interactions.31–38This state of affairs underscores the need
new assays to overcome the limitations of existing techno
gies.

One of the alternative approaches can be based on me
ing the thermal effects in irradiated samples with photoca
rimetric methods@photoacoustic, photothermal~PT!, ‘‘ther-
molens,’’ PT radiometry, PT deflection technique, a
others#.39–46These methods with the use of laser sources p
vide, for nonfluorescent samples, the highest sensitivity
the absorption coefficient, in the order o
1027– 1029 cm21,41,42 which allows us to evaluate supe
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 425
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Lapotko, Romanovskaya, and Zharov
small concentrations of molecules with a sensitivity compa-
rable to that of the laser fluorescence methods.42,44–46 The
beam deflection PT calorimetry was successfully used fo
time-resolved studies of the kinetics of the relaxation pro-
cesses in molecules in solution.39,40 Little progress, however,
was made in biologic applications of calorimetric methods,
especially for studying of live single cells.46 Besides, there is
no information on the application of calorimetric methods for
studying the drug action at the cell level.

Recently, a novel dual-laser phase-contrast phototherma
imaging ~PTI! has been developed.47–57 PTI is based on irra-
diating cells with a focused short-pulse pump laser and re
cording the temperature-dependent variations of the refractiv
index with phase-contrast imaging of a second collinear lase
pulse. It was shown that PT response from different cells is
sensitive to different environmental impact including tem-
perature, chemicals, and drugs.54,55The objective of this work
was further development of the PTI and evaluation of its ca
pability for the study of cell response to drug impact with
focus on analyzing the drug-induced alteration of PT image
structures.

2 Methods and Materials
2.1 PT-Assay Model
The principle of PT monitoring of drug-induced alterations of
intracellular absorbing structures is based on cell irradiation
by a pump laser pulse with a wavelength in the spectral rang
of the potential absorbing biomolecular structures. It is as
sumed that these structures are sensitive to drug actions a
can play the role of natural markers. The absorbed energ
DW, in a biomolecular structure with volumeV and absorp-
tion coefficienta is determined for the case of low absorption,
whenaL!1, in accordance with the following equation:42

DW>dVFaVF, ~1!

whereF is laser fluence rate~J/cm2!; L is the target length
along the laser beam;a>sN, wheres is the cross section of
absorption, andN the density~concentration! of absorbing
biomolecules. A secondary phenomena in the irradiated bio
molecules is the relaxation of excitation with transformation
of the absorbed energy into heat~nonradiative relaxation!,
fluorescence ~radiative relaxation!, or photochemical
processes42 with an appropriate quantum yieldh, and charac-
teristic timet : hNR , tNR , hR , tR and hPH , tPH , respec-
tively. The total quantum yield of all three channels of exci-
tation relaxation equals unity, i.e.,hNR512hR2hPH . In
pulse laser mode, the local temperature rise in the target ca
be estimated from the following relatively simple equation:

DT>hNRDW/rCV>~12hR2hPH!sNF/rC, ~2!

where r and C are local density and heat capacity, respec-
tively.

Then, the laser-induced local heating leads to correspond
ing changes of the temperature-dependent refractive index,n,
by the following amount:

Dn>~dn/dT!DT>~12hR2hPH!sNF~dn/dT!/rC,
~3!
426 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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wheredn/dT describes the temperature sensitivity of the
fractive index.

In the pulse laser mode, the characteristic heat-dissipa
time tT , for the local absorbing target is determined by
thermal diffusion process, and that for a target with spher
shape of a radiusR (L52R) is estimated by the following
equation:42,58

tT5R2/6.75k, ~4!

wherek is thermal diffusivity. For example, for an intracellu
lar target with R535 nm, an estimation oftT is approxi-
mately 2 ns~for water parameters!. For a cell size of 10mm,
the estimated timetT is in the order of1024 s. When tT is
measured using Eq.~4!, it is possible, whenk is known, to
obtain information about the value ofR.58 Thus, the size of a
submicron particle can be measured by heating the par
with an ultrashort pulse beam(tp!tT) of a relatively large
diameter that exceeds the wavelengthl, and then by monitor-
ing the cooling process using the PT method. Recently,
approach was successfully demonstrated at two probe de
~10 and 120 ns! with liposomes stained with neutral red ab
sorbing dye as the model of nano-scale absorbing targe57

The theoretical limit for this method of determiningR is char-
acterized by the time of transformation of absorbed light e
ergy into heat~nonradiative relaxation timetNR!, which is in
the order of10211– 10213 s for condensed matter.58 Accord-
ing to Eq. ~4!, this time corresponds to target size of abo
120,1 nm. Subsequently, in accordance with Eqs.~4! and~3!,
the PT signal depends on several target parameters inclu
biomolecule concentration,N; cross-section absorption,s;
quantum yield of fluorescence,hR , and photochemical phe
nomena,hPH ~through the characteristic timetNR, tPH, and
tR!; thermodynamic parameters,r andC; geometric size,R;
and refractive parametersdn/dT. In conventional calorimet-
ric mode, the PT signal amplitude often correlates with
sample absorption coefficient.42 In our approach, the drug ac
tion can be evaluated not only by absorption alteration,
also by changes of other parameters. For example, the d
induced inhibition of the cell activity can lead to significa
changes in biomolecule concentrationN,19 quantum yield,59 or
size of the biomolecular structureR.19,20 In particular, changes
in the redox state of a cell’s RC component due to drug i
pact can lead to altered absorption spectra and quantum
of photochemical processes.60 Thus, PT assays can potential
give much more information on drug action than the conve
tional optical analytic methods.

The limitations of PT absorption sensitivity depend on t
background absorption coefficientaB of the media. In this
case, the detection of the local absorbing zone having abs
tion coefficienta is possible if the local absorption contrast
a/aB>1. It will reach a maximum in the region of minima
absorption by the main component of cells: water, lipids, p
teins, and DNA. Water absorbs mainly in the IR region wh
the other components absorb in the ultraviolet region. The
fore, the optimum spectral region for the most sensitive
tection of potential endogenous chromophores ranges
proximately between 0.35 and 1mm, where pure water
absorption is about1023– 1024 cm21 and biological back-
ground raises this absorption to at least1022 cm21.42 For
example, the potential absorbing chromophores may incl
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Photothermal Images of Live Cells . . .
the main RC components such the cytochromes and flavopro
teins and other~non-RC! cellular components such as peroxi-
dasa, nonheme Fe–S proteins, cytochrome p450, some po
phyrine, etc.61 For the above mentioned absorption
background anda;102– 103 cm21, the maximum of absorp-
tion contrast will be significant, in the order of104– 105. In
the spectral region whereaB is stronger~UV and IR!, up to
101– 102 cm21, the absorption contrast is much lower,
around 10, but nevertheless attainable, up toa/aB;2 – 3.To
detect an object with an absorbtion coefficient of1022 cm21

and laser-induced temperature ofDTmin51022 °C, which is
two orders higher than what the laser calorimetric method
provide40–45 and much below the thermal cell damage, in ac-
cordance with the theoretical estimation from Eqs.~1!–~4! at
hT;1, the maximum permissible fluence rateF will be about
1022– 1021 J/cm2. This can be reached by focusing the laser
pulse with an energy of1026– 1027 J onto a 10–20mm spot.
As a result of this analysis, second laser harmonic
Nd:yttrium–aluminum–garnet~YAG! with wavelength of 532
nm was chosen to form PT cell images.

Typical sizes of different potential chromophores or their
clusters and other absorbing structures may be within a broa
range from several nanometers~for example, cytochromes!62

to hundreds of nanometers and even micrometers~different
organelles, mitochondria, etc.!. The time-resolved mode with
different time delay between pump and probe pulses with time
duration around 10 ns allows us, according to Eq.~4!, to
estimate the average size of absorbing target in the range up
100 nm. In other words, even if the size of some microzone
is smaller than the diffraction spot size, and despite the fac
that PT assays allow us to see only diffraction-limited spots
on the PT image, an additional measuring of the intensity
decrease rate of this spot allows us to estimate the averag
size of such microzones. Thus, with PTI in time-resolved
mode, it is possible to study the absorption of chromophore
smaller in size than the laser wavelength, while the PTI, a
well as conventional optical microscopes, has spatial resolu
tion limited by the diffraction effects~around 0.8mm!. The
thermal diffusion effects lead to the expansion of the initial
size of heated zones, so that, some time after the pump las
pulse, the thermal spot will be bigger than the real size of the
absorbing zone. When this thermal spot exceeds the diffrac
tion spot diameter, it will be visible in PT images. Of course,
temporal resolution is limited and can distort measurements o
the smallest targets, because the PT images are recorded w
temporal averaging during the probe laser pulse, when som
thermal diffusion occurs. However, these distortions will be
reduced if targets size is increased.

2.2 Experimental Setup
To measure the pump laser-induced local changes of the r
fractive index,Dn @Eq. ~3!#, we used an experimental setup
~Figure 1! in phase-contrast mode. In this mode, the param
eterDn is recorded through the change of the phaseDwpr at
each point of the cross section~wave front! of the probe beam

Dwpr52pLDn/l. ~5!

This phase shift is recorded by means of the phase-contra
imaging with the second collinear probe laser pulse. The
pump laser-induced variations of the probe-beam phase withi
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the cell are detected by a charge coupled device~CCD! cam-
era ~Comfort Inc., St. Petersburg, Russia!. In this mode, also
referred to as PTI, all data are obtained with one single pu
pulse without scanning. The PT image represents a t
dimensional, depth-integrated temperature distribution in
irradiated volume and correlates with the convention
diffraction-limited optical absorption images. The local the
mal effects in absorbing microzones are manifested on th
images as bright spots on a black background or as th
dimensional~3D! simulations. This mode was used to stu
PTI microstructures, such as PT signals from local absorb
targets within cells.

In the developed PT microscopic assay~Figure 1!, the sec-
ond harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser~532 nm wavelength! with a
pulse energy in the range of 0.1–100mJ and a 8 nspulse
duration is used as the source of the pump beam. In
mode, the source of the probe beam is a pulsed dye laser~630
nm, 6 ns pulse duration!. After being mixed with a dichroic
mirror, the pump and probe beams are directed coaxi
through the aperture and standard microscope condenser
the sample plane. The diameters of pump- and probe-b
spots in this plane are 15 and 12mm, respectively, and both
exceed the diameter of cells~;10 mm!. The pump and probe
beams are synchronized, and the time delay between t
~fixed at 10 and 120 ns! allows us to study the temporal dy
namics of temperature distribution in irradiated cells. Aft
passing through the sample, the pump radiation is cut off w
a filter. The phase distribution of the probe beam is conver
into amplitude distribution in the conventional phase-contr
microscopic module.

The chosen energy level of the probe laser pulse is 10
which is much lower~at least one order of magnitude! than
the pump-laser energy. This minimizes the influence of p
sible probe-beam absorption on chromophores at the 630
wavelength which can interfere with the thermal effect fro
the pump laser. Moreover, even if the probe beam were to
absorbed, this effect would not significantly influence the fin
results because a special algorithm of PT image acquisi
had been developed. This algorithm assumes registratio
the two probe-beam phase-contrast images: before laser p
pulse2I 0(x,y,0) and after some time-delayt relative to the
pump pulse2I (x,y,t). The first image provides information
about the initial~background! phase distribution in the cros
section of the probe beam itself while the second one bri
additional information on the phase change due to absorp
pump laser pulse. The difference between them, referred t

Fig. 1 General setup of the laser photothermal microscope.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 427
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Lapotko, Romanovskaya, and Zharov
PT image S(x,y,t) that can be considered as two-
dimensional, depth-integrated temperature distribution in the
irradiated cell is determined by the following equation:

S~x,y,t!>@ I ~x,y,t!~E0
pr /E

t
pr!2I 0~x,y,0!#/Epm,

~6!

whereE0
pr andEt

pr are probe laser pulse energy values dur-
ing obtaining imagesI 0(x,y,0) and I (x,y,t), respectively,
and Epm is the energy of the pump laser pulse. The ratio
E0

pr /E
t
pr provides necessary compensation of possible varia

tion of probe laser energy from pulse to pulse. Normalization
by Epm excludes influence of possible pump pulse energy
variations. Thus, the proposed algorithm excludes the influ
ence of laser energy variations on the final results and pro
vides compensation of the phase shift due to possible absor
tion of the probe beam. Besides, the comparison of PT image
at different time delay~t! gives information on the diffusion
effects and cooling time(tT) of laser-heated absorbing targets
of different size. According to Eq.~4!, the cooling time, in its
turn, may give information on the average size of the absorb
ing structures.

Thus, the entire PT-image acquisition procedure include
illumination of the cell with three pulses: probe, pump, and
second probe with a delay to pump; then the two probe lase
phase-contrast images are recorded, and the differential P
image is calculated according to Eq.~6!.

Another feature of PTI in time-resolved mode is the pos-
sibility of obtaining separate of PT images with a relatively
slow CCD camera response time. In other words the CCD
camera allows us to record very short laser pulses, but wit
some time delay of appearance of PT images. Thus, two of th
sequent PT probe images can be obtained with a pump puls
repetition rate no more than 2.5 Hz. On the other hand, th
PTI technique allows us to study the dynamic heating–
cooling processes with nano-scale time resolution on the bas
of time delay variation between pump and probe pulses, but
requires using several laser pump pulses.

The pump and probe beams had a stable Gaussian intens
profile in accuracy range as 2%–3% each. It was experimen
tally estimated by periodical analyzing of images of both
beams with CCD camera without samples. That is why the
possible influence of nonsmooth intensity distribution in the
cross section~hot point! pump was minimal~practically neg-
ligible!. On the other hand, the pulse-to-pulse energy variation
for pump as well as for probe beam was 5%–10%. To mea
sure laser pulse energy, transparent optical plates were plac
on the ways of both laser beams. These plates directed a sm
part of the laser energy on separate calibrated photodiode
~not shown in Figure 1!. An average accuracy of PT image
acquisition depended upon many factors~camera error, above-
mentioned laser parameter instability, and photodiode error!
that were estimated as 4.5%. These factors limited the PT
sensitivity to detect small variations in probe laser images
according to the algorithm described in Eq.~6!. Laser pulse
generation and shutter operations are controlled by softwar
specifically developed for data acquisition and analysis. On
computer controls the hardware operation and maintains th
desired algorithm, and a second computer handles signal pr
cessing.
428 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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Described PT assays have the following advantages: im
ing of nonfluorescent structure, which constitutes the majo
of native cells; time-resolved imaging, which allows visua
ization of nano-scale structures; imaging technique tha
compatible with a standard biologic microscope, although
does not require a time-consuming scanning mode; high s
sitivity ~as all photocalorimetric methods! that was several
orders of magnitude~at least four! higher absorption sensitiv
ity transmission optical microscopy.42

The PT microscope allowed us to also obtain conventio
phase-contrast cell images with standard microscope illu
nation scheme with conventional white light sources as w
as with laser illumination with the probe beam. These ima
referred to below as the optical image are obtained before
after pump pulse within around 1 s and are used for compar
son with PT images.

2.3 Experimental Model for Drug–Cell Interaction
For drug–cell interaction models, the key hypothesis was
a drug’s nonspecific action leads to changes in cellular lig
absorbing ultrastructure that cause corresponding change
the parameters of PT signals. It is assumed that drug ac
can be mediated through various biochemical processes
cellular targets of light-absorbing components of the resp
tory chain~RC! ~Figure 2!. Our experimental model assume
comparison of PT signals from single cells between the t
cell populationsin vitro: control with intact cells that include
reduced and mainly oxidized forms of the RC compone
and population of cells with reduced RC components on
The latter is achieved by incubation of cells with sodium as
(NaN3) which are known as specific inhibitors of RC
activity.63 The NaN3 blocks the terminal component of th
respiratory chain—cytochrome c oxidase—and thus provi
the reduction of all RC components in live cells.64 The first
experimental model suggests the modification of the red
state of RC only without the changes in redox state of ot
cell metalloproteins becauseNaN3 does not influence their

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram for an RC-specific agent-cell interaction
model.
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Photothermal Images of Live Cells . . .
redox state. The blood cells~human lymphocytes! that are
usually the targets for the drugs chosen for this model.

In the second model we assumed that drugs penetrate in
cells, interacting with specific targets in the cells through vari-
ous potential specific mechanisms. If this interaction, for ex-
ample, causes toxic effects the cell metabolic rate will chang
and cell structures may be damaged. For some drugs, such
anti-tumor drugs, interacting with tumor cells, toxic effect is
the main drug action. Any suppression of cellular metabolic
processes influences RC activity~Figure 2!. In general, simi-
lar alteration in RC activity may result from different mecha-
nisms of drug action and therefore can be considered as
process that is sensitive to general drug toxic action. The
strength of drug effects depends on the drug dose and a cel
functional state~e.g., efflux rate, metabolic rate, etc.!. Thus, a
drug effect may be different for cells with different rates of
differentiation and metabolism. The further processes in the
RC that result from drug action will influence the final param-
eters of PT signal. To study PT images in the presence of
drug in second model we have chosen cells and a drug that
known to inhibit these cells activity. Finally, the dexazone
~synthetic hormone that is used as an anti-tumor drug! and
chronic lympholeukemia cells~lymphoblasts! with a high
level of RC activity have been chosen for this model assum
ing also the reduction of cell RC components as a result o
drug inhibitive action.

2.4 Cell Preparation and Handling
As a model of cell–drug interaction human blood lympho-
cytes and human lympholeukemia cells(L-41) in the pres-
ence ofNaN3 solution and anti-tumor drug, respectively, are
used in vitro. Cell preparation included the following steps:
lymphocytes: the population of lymphocytes was separated b
centrifuging a leukocytes-containing pellet on Phycoll-Hypaq
(r51077 g/cm2) gradient according to a standard
technique.64 Lymphocytes were treated with 0.85% ammo-
nium chloride solution for 5 min at 37 °C and washed twice
with 0.15 M sodium chloride solution containing 0.5% pooled
heat-inactivated human AB serum. The suspension was ad
justed with the phosphate buffer solution containing 0.5% AB
serum to the concentration of13107 cells per ml and used
for analysis. The cell viability was determined by trypan blue
dye exclusion and was always higher than 97%. Usually 150
cells have been analyzed from each sample under 20–22 °C
Acquisition time was from 5 to 7 min per sample when opti-
cal and PT images were obtained for each cell. Cell lines o
chronic lympholeukemia(L-41)—the limphoblasts—were
obtained as suspensions from Dialek~Minsk, Belarus!. Cell
lines were cultivated in standard media and were studied thre
days after the passage.

Cell images are registered after manual or automatic pos
tioning of the cell with microscope stage with the multi-
sample chamber into the area of the laser beams. The chamb
includes a steel case with several glass microcuvettes that c
be installed. Each cuvette is103131.5 mm,with a capillary
rectangular channel that is1003400mm. Compared with
standard microscope slides and coverslips, the cuvette pro
vides a safe and stable environment for living cells and allows
monitoring. The ability to study several samples at the sam
time is very important when one cell population is used as a
o
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-

reference. The amount of suspension required for the cuv
is ,1 ml. Each cell for study in the cuvette was chosen a
cording to its conventional optical image. Cell diameters v
ied in the range 7–10mm. As the diameter of the Gaussia
pump beam at sample plane is 15mm the decrease of ligh
intensity energy across the cell surface from center to boa
ers did not exceed 20%–30% and took in account dur
image acquisition. During the measurements the cells did
change their position at the bottom of the cuvette. Each
image was obtained with single pump pulse of specified
ergy. Visual microscopic observation also was used to con
cell damage after pump pulse.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 PT Imaging
The principle of PT imaging is illustrated in Figure 3. Top le
shows the conventional phase-contrast optical image of
man lymphocyte. This image was obtained at exposure
broadband noncoherent~white! light in the phase-contrast re
gime of the microscope. This image represents a tw
dimensional, depth-integrated refraction distribution in t
cell volume. It can be seen that in the case of native cells
suspension such an image does not provide any structura
tails and they were used in our experiment for cell position
and for approximate control of cell integrity and size. T
bottom left image was obtained with probe laser prior to c
irradiation with pump pulse. This image represents mo
chrome coherent phase-contrast images of cell optical st
ture at the moments when the object is not heated. It can
clearly seen that the laser image has more contrast in c
parison with the optical image obtained by conventional op
cal sources. Thus, coherent radiation makes the phase-con
image more sensitive to refractive index variations. The b

Fig. 3 Images of single human lymphocyte in suspension. Left top:
conventional optical phase-contrast image. Right top: PT image as the
difference between the probe laser image before (bottom, left) and
after pump pulse with 10 ns delay (bottom, right). Pump pulse param-
eters: 532 nm, 8 ns width, 40 mJ; probe pulse: 630 nm, 6 ns width,
10 nJ.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 429
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Lapotko, Romanovskaya, and Zharov
tom right image is the same but obtained with 10 ns delay to
the pump pulse. Structural changes that are induced by pum
pulse absorption and local thermal phenomena can be seen
this image. Subtraction of the first laser image from the sec
ond according to Eq.~6! yields the PT image~top right in
Figure 3! that gives information only about spatial distribution
of intracellular heat distribution and does not depend on pos
sible phase distortion of the probe beam itself. This PT image
contains more details in comparison to the optical image~top
left in Figure 3!. Such a structure may indicate a relatively
strong local absorption zone and, respectively, more signifi
cant heat release~white spots in Figure 3!. Such PT image
structures were detected only at 10 ns delay after pump puls
and were not detected at 120 ns delay~not shown!. This in-
dicates the local spatial nature of the absorbing structure i
these cells. The absence of local details in the PT image a
120 ns means that their cooling time is shorter than 120 n
and therefore the size of the absorbing local zones accordin
to Eq. ~4! can be estimated to be at least less than 150 nm
The structure of PT images can be explained by spatially non
uniform distributions of absorbing chromophores in cell. As
we have pointed out at 532 nm, there are several absorbin
cell components including the RC component flavo proteins
and cytochromes and also some metallo proteins outside th
respiratory chain including catalase, peroxidase, porphyrins
etc.63,65 For example, cytochromes that are localized in mito-
chondria have a characteristic size of 5–7 nm.62 The peaks at
PT image can also be caused by the groups of cytochrome
But the exact identification of the type of absorbing targets
needs additional study including obtaining time-resolved PT
spectra at different wavelengths of pump laser. Anyway, the
visualization of such small structures is not possible with con
ventional optical microscope diffraction limit that is order
0.6–0.8mm. Actually the PT image shows thermal ‘‘ghosts’’
of small absorbing structures that, due to thermal diffusion
become in time large enough for diffraction-limited optical
detection with probe laser.

Another feature of PT images of live lymphocytes is their
high heterogeneity in terms of amplitudes and structure
among the cells in one population. Optical images of those
cells were found to be similar with no such heterogeneity in
shape and structure. This result may be explained by the de
pendence of the RC redox state upon activity of metabolic
processes in cells. The degree of such activity may be ver
different for the lymphocytes within one population.64 This
assumption requires careful verification though when being
confirmed experimentally may allow a powerful diagnostic of
cell functional state with the PT method.

PT imaging of the cells was performed under the pump
pulse energies that cause no damage after cell irradiation wit
one pump pulse. Noninvasive regime for specific pump en
ergy was verified through the control of cell viability after
irradiation of each cell in population with one pump pulse.
The cell viability was tested with conventional trepan blue
ingestion. The pump pulse was considered to produce no pho
todamage to cells if the viable cells were no less than 97%
after exposure to pump pulse. Using this criteria we have
found that the threshold of photodamage for lymphocytes an
lymphoblasts for just one laser pulse was 70 and 55mJ, re-
spectively. Exposure of one cell to several laser pump pulse
caused degradation of PT signals. For example, after 3–1
430 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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pulses at energy 20mJ the amplitude in the peak in som
lymphocytes decreased 3–6 times. This phenomena was
served only for the local areas of cells with strong peaks of
signals. There are at least two explanations for such a
sponse to laser pulse—thermal destruction of absorbing st
ture or photochemical modification of chromophore mo
ecules with decrease of light absorption or effica
transformation of absorbed energy into heat. The mechani
of PT-signal degradation require more study at different pu
wavelengths and energy. To avoid the potential influence
such photoinduced modification of cell ultrastructure prop
ties, all further experiments were accomplished with sin
pump laser pulse exposure, less than mentioned cell ph
damage threshold.

3.2 Cell PTI Image Alteration in Presence of RC
Inhibitor
Prior to the investigation of the drug-cell interaction we ha
estimated the influence of some inhibiting agent~sodium
asideNaN3! on human lymphocytesin vitro. It was assumed
that the intracellular target of chemical impact withNaN3 was
of respiratory chain~RC! components.63 Thus, we expected
modeling of alteration in RC through reduction of cell R
components withNaN3 . Two human lymphocyte suspension
were analyzed by acquisition of optical and PT images
150 cells in each suspension. Pump laser parameters
chosen to obtain the PT image in linear condition without c
photodamage with one pulse at energy 40mJ ~Sec. 3.1!. All
PT images were obtained at 10 ns delay. It was found~Figure
4! that in comparison with intact cells~right top PT image!
incubation of cells for 5 min in 5 mM of sodium azide, a R
inhibitor, resulted in decrease of PT image amplitude~right
bottom PT image!. Mean PT image amplitude for intact cel

Fig. 4 Influence of NaN3 on live human lymphocytes in vitro in sus-
pension. Conventional optical phase-contrast image (left) and PT im-
ages (right) for intact cells (top) and same cells after incubation with
NaN3 (5 mM for 5 min at 37 °C) (bottom). The parameters: pump
beam, 532 nm, 8 ns, 40 mJ; probe time delay 10 ns; cell diameter 8
mm.
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Table 1 PT image parameters of human lymphocytes.

Sample
Mean amplitude,

counts Dispersion, counts
Maximum value,

counts

Intact cell 326 442 2024

Test cell (NaN3) 5
min in 5 mM/ml

153 129 655
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was found to be two times higher than for the test cells~Table
1!. The most apparent feature of PT images is the disappea
ance of strong local peaks in PT images of cells. No eviden
changes were detected for optical phase contrast images b
tween the intact and test cells~Figure 4, top and bottom im-
ages, respectively!. The observed effects, i.e., the decrease o
PT signal at 532 nm, can be explained by the action ofNaN3 :
this chemical blocks RC cytochrome c-oxidase and reduce
the other RC components that absorb at 532 nm—mainly cy
tochromes. Reduced RC cytochrome forms are known to hav
slightly higher light-absorption coefficient in comparison to
oxidized forms. But the quantum efficiency of photochemical
mechanisms of utilization of absorbed energy is significantly
higher for reduced forms. This may explain the decrease o
heat release in test cells. Although, according to Eqs.~3! and
~4!, we cannot exclude the influence of other factors that can
lead to a change of PT signal parameters including a decrea
chromophore absorption or concentration, or changes in the
size. The effect ofNaN3 was not the same for all cells and
depends upon the degree of activation of metabolic process
in specific cell. Due to this fact experimental data may be
obtained with a statistical approach and acquisition of PT im
ages from a sufficient amount of cells. The obtained resul
was preliminary and lacks the biochemical control of cell
populations. But, nevertheless, it demonstrates an ability o
PT imaging to monitor RC redox state changes in single live
cells. To date, no other method yielded such data.

3.3 Drug–Cell Interaction in Vitro
Drug action on cellsin vitro was studied for the combination
of anti-tumor drug~Dexasone! and chronic lympholeukemia
cells ~lymphoblasts! at cytotoxic doses~Figure 5!. Two cell
populations were analyzed in the same way as described
Sec. 3.2. PT images of the cells—intact and incubated with
the drug~incubation with Dexasone~Dexametasone, KRKA,
Slovenia!, 0.05 ng/ml/106 cells, 5 min at 37 °C!—are shown
in Figure 5, right top and bottom PT images, respectively. It
can be seen that the influence of the drug provides som
changes in PT images. In particular, drug-treated cells do no
exhibit strong local PT signals which can be found in PT
images of intact cells. One of them is indicated with an arrow
in Figure 5, top. In this experiment, as was discussed above,
statistical approach at population level was used. We foun
that it is more reliable for the detection of the action of a drug
because of its different degrees of influence on the differen
cells. Such heterogeneity may be caused by the nonsynchr
nized nature of the cell culture that was used. These cells wer
at different stages of proliferation at the moment of incubation
with the drug. Thus the effect of the drug may be a little
different for the cells among one population.
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Statistical analyses revealed differences for such image
rameters as the mean amplitude of PT image and dispersio
the amplitude within the images of intact and treated ce
averaged for the whole population, the amplitude and the
persion of the amplitude of PT images were 197 and
counts, respectively, for intact cells and 149 and 56 counts
drug-treated cells. Student’st test coefficient wasP,0.001
for mentioned image parameters. These differences in PT
nals are expressed much stronger when individual cells
analyzed. In Table 2 the data are given for PT images that
presented in Figure 5. As follows from a comparison
population-averaged and single cell PT image parameters
changes at cell level are stronger that the changes at pop
tion level. This result is quite natural and it proves the e
ciency of the single cell approach for the detection of dr
action on cells. Single cell analysis turns out to be more s
sitive due to its ability to register drug-induced changes
cells that may constitute just a small part of number of cells
population. The dose of the drug that was used assumes
following process in these cells—suppression of cell meta
lism which should result finally in cell death. This proce
could be connected with a decreased activity of RC. There
results obtained by PT imaging of a cell may be interpreted
the detection of RC redox state change due to drug to

Fig. 5 Influence of an anti-tumor drug on live human lymphoblasts.
Optical phase-contrast cell images (left) and PT images (right) for in-
tact cells (top) and after incubation with dexamethasone
(0.05 ng/ml/106 cells, 5 min at 37 °C) (bottom). Laser pump param-
eters: 532 nm, 8 ns, 40 mJ; probe: 630 nm, 6 ns, 10 nJ; time delay 10
ns; cell diameter 12 mm. Arrow indicates absorption zones.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 431
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Table 2 PT image parameters of human lympholeukemia cells (L-41).

Sample
Mean amplitude,

counts Dispersion, counts
Maximum value,

counts

Cell population averaged data

Control 197 82 —

Drug incubated
(Dexasone, 0.05
ng/ml/106 cells, 5 min
at 37 °C)

149 56 —

Single cell data

Control 450 511 2830

Drug incubated
(Dexasone, 0.05
ng/ml/106 cells, 5 min
at 37 °C)

183 220 811
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influence on the cell. The further development of the de-
scribed approach may allow the control of RC activity in
single live cells. Obtained results are rather demonstrative fo
two reasons: PT studies should be extended into the mult
wavelength regime to register PT images at several pump la
ser wavelengths—for example, 430, 444, 532, and 600 nm
with detailed biochemical independent control. Comparison
of PT images at different pump laser wavelengths where ligh
absorption coefficient is known to be sensitive to RC redox
state~reduced/oxidized! will provide more reliable proofs that
specific RC components such as cytochromes to another chr
mophore are the sources of signal in PT images. In the case
the lymphoblasts the amplitudes in PT images were 1.5–
times higher than in case lymphocytes~Figure 4! under the
same pump energy. This is evident in a stronger absorption o
chromophores that could be due to higher rate of ATP synthe
sis in proliferating cells~blasts! in comparison to mature cells
such as blood cells. The higher rate of energetic processes
provided by a larger amount of mitochondria in lymphoblasts
and, respectively, higher concentration of chromophores.

4 Conclusions
Our preliminary data demonstrate that PT images of live cells
such as lymphocytes and chronic lympholeukemia cells ca
be obtained without staining with new PT assays. It was also
experimentally proved that some parameters of cell PT im
ages, at least structure and amplitude, are sensitive to the a
tion of chemicals and drugs. These results show the principa
possibility of application of PT assays for the study of cell–
drug interaction at the live single-cell level.

At the current stage, PT image structure should not be
associated with the chromophores type and require addition
study. The other question that still remains open is the char
acter of the action of different drugs on the same cells and
what kind alteration in PT images it produced. The results are
qualitative rather than quantitative. Quantitative PT imaging
is possible when the correlation between PT image paramete
and drug dose will be obtained with independent evaluation o
medical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
-
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drug action effects with conventional assays. To verify o
tained data the PT method may be applied together with
fluorescent method because some endogenous chromop
exhibit natural fluorescence on the one hand and some o
fluorescent probes convert part of the absorbed energy in h
on the other hand.
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